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Figure S1.
Step-like activation threshold VS Hill function. The plot B shows the numerical simulations for a gene directly regulated by an oscillating transcription factor obtained solving the ODE (1) in the main text, that is using a Hill function for the synthesis in the limit case when h → ∞ (blue) and one obtained using a Hill coefficient h=2 (red), when stimulated with the symmetric signal X described in the main text. Except for the values of h the other parameters are the same in both cases, i.e. β on y = 4, α y = 1.5 and K xy = .75. Although the dynamics is slightly different, the qualitative behavior is very similar and the limit case (h → ∞) is a good approximation to study the behavior of transcriptional regulation.
Mathematical proof that Y attains a stationary regime
We assume that X(t) is a continuous function of period T , i.e. that the function X repeats itself at regular intervals of time T . To prove that the function Y (t) attains a stationary regime, we consider the sequence of values of Y 0 = β of f /α y , Y 1 = Y (T ), . . . Y n = Y (nT ), . . . that is the sequence of values of Y at the beginning of each cycle of oscillation, having assumed without loss of generality that X goes above the threshold for the first time at t = 0) and show that it converges, so that Y (t) will be periodic itself.
Let's first notice that the function f (x) = c − (c − x) exp(−δ) is such that its derivative f (x) = 0 < exp(−δ) < 1, ∀x, c, δ > 0. As X(t) crosses the threshold K xy in each cycle of oscillation it determines k intervals in each of which the function Y is defined by a function f i having the same form as f (x) and different values of c and δ. The sequence Y n can than be defined iteratively as
. By the rule of derivation of a composed function we can then conclude that 0 < F (X) < 1, meaning that the sequence can be described by iterating a Lipschitz continuous function with Lipschitz constant L < 1. From calculus we know that such a sequence is convergent and as a consequence Y attains a stationary regime.
Mean value of Y (t).
In the previous section we have shown that under the action of a periodic transcription factor X, Y attains a stationary regime. Here we show that the average value of Y is given by the formula (3) presented in the main text.
From the definition of the ODE (1), by integrating both sides of equation with respect to t in the interval [nT ; (n + 1)T ], assuming that n and Y is at stationary regime (Y n+1 = Y n ), we get
Rearranging the terms and dividing both sides by T then
where θ XY is the fraction of time spent over the threshold K xy by X(t).
Derivation of the expressions for Y min and Y max
In the case when the oscillating concentration of transcription factor X crosses the threshold of activation K xy only two time per cycle, then the period T is split into two intervals, corresponding to the times above and below the threshold, respectively. Assuming that the cycle begins when X goes above the threshold of activation, evaluating the minimum of Y is equivalent to evaluating the value of Y at the beginning of each cycle in the stationary regime, that is we have to evaluate the fixed point of the function F (x) that maps Y at the beginning of the n-th cycle into the one it has at the beginning of the (n + 1)-th cycle. The function F (x) in this case is
and the fixed point can be evaluated by solving
rearranging the terms we obtain:
The value Y max can be evaluated as the value that Y has, when X stops activating the expression of Y , that is
By substituting the value of Y min one finds that
Derivation of the relative delay between Y and Z
Here we show how to evaluate the delay between the activation of Y and the activation of Z by Y (equation (6) of the main text).
In the following we assume that the system has attained a stationary regime and, without loss off generality, we consider that X crosses the threshold value K xy at the time t j = 0. As X goes above the threshold, Y starts accumulating according to the formula 
Using equation (4) we obtain that
so that equation (1) becomes
Notice that τ d is a non-dimensional quantity that expresses the delay t d between the activation of Y and that of Z relative to the characteristic lifetime of Y .
Derivation of θ Y Z
In this section we evaluate the fraction of time spent by Y over the threshold K yz during one cycle. In order to do this we first evaluate the time spent by Y over K yz when increasing, then the time spent by Y over K yz when decreasing. The sum of these provides the actual time spent by Y activating Z and the fraction of time in one cycle of oscillation is obtained by simply dividing by the period of oscillation T .
Under the action of X, Y increases for a time T θ XY . The actual time spent by Y over K yz in the increasing branch, remembering that α y T = τ , is given by
When X stops activating Y , Y decays according to the formula
so that the time spent above K yz when Y is decreasing can be evaluated by finding the value t for which:
rearranging the terms one gets:
Passing to the logarithm and remembering that α y T = τ :
and so the time spent over the threshold when Y is decreasing is:
Adding up the time spent by Y over K yz in the increasing branch and in the decreasing one we obtain:
and by dividing by the period T one finds the fraction of time spent by Y over the threshold K yz in each cycle:
Network Motifs with OR gate
In the main text we focussed our attention on network motifs with AND gates. In this section we discuss the case of FFLs with an OR gate, often arising in real biological networks. We use the CFFL-1 and IFFL-1 as prototypes to investigate the response to the frequency and temporal profile (shape) of oscillating transcription factors. As for the AND case, in the OR case our simulations show that the general behavior remains qualitatively the same for all other types of FFLs.
CFFL-1 with OR gate
Contrary to the case of an AND gate, the expression of a CFFL-1 with OR gate is started immediately following the stimulation by a transcription factor X. Due to the accumulation of Y when the signal X is removed the expression of Z does not stop immediately but is delayed until Y falls below the threshold K yz ( Figure S2 When stimulated with an oscillatory transcription factor the average value of expression of Z for different periods of oscillation shows patterns similar to those already seen for the CFFL-1 with AND gate. The differences between the two cases arise because while in the case of AND one of the two branches acts as a brake on the expression of the gene, in the OR case the two branches both act independently and cooperatively to the final response enhancing the overall expression of the gene with respect to the corresponding cases of CFFL-1 with AND gate.
The four classes of responses for the CFFL-1 with OR gate are shown in Figure S3 . The results can be explained as follows: In the case of the symmetric and the right signals as the frequency increases the overlap increases (due to the increasing delay between θ XY and θ Y Z ) and the duration of θ Y Z decreases causing the gene expression to be relatively low even at low frequencies. The major difference with the corresponding case of CFFL-1 with AND gate is that the expression is not completely turned off because X keeps promoting Z through the XZ branch even at high frequencies; C) K xy > K xz , K yz < Y the gene expression is fully switched on as the frequency of oscillation of X increases because the duration of the signal θ Y Z increases with the frequency. Since K xz is low the activity of X through the XZ branch is always quite high and the gene expression is always relatively high. Signals with short delay between θ XY and θ XZ show a sharp transition because the θ Y Z signal has a short delay with respect to θ XY making the θ Y Z overlap with θ XZ for broader ranges of frequencies. The case differs from the corresponding one with AND gate because in that case the XY branch has a limiting effect on the expression of the gene, causing the average value of Z to be low for low frequencies, and being higher but limited (by the θ XZ signal) for high frequencies;
In this case the effects of X through the XZ branch always mask the contribution to the expression of Z by Y Z for low frequencies, at higher frequencies the XZ branch governs the expression of Z alone. The final result is that the average value of Z is constant at different frequencies and it is insensitive to the temporal profile of X. The difference with respect to the AND gate is that there the expression of Z is limited by the short duration of the Y Z signal at low frequencies and it is switched off at high frequencies because of the reduced value of θ Y Z . 
IFFL-1 with OR gate
A gene Z regulated by an IFFL-1 with OR gate is expressed in the cell when no transcription factor X is present. When X stimulates the FFL, although an inhibitor Y is promoted no variations of the value of Z is detected, because the presence of X ensures that the gene is still transcribed. Only when X is removed, the presence of the inhibitor Y causes a temporal decrease of Z, whose expression is promptly restored when Y falls below the threshold of inhibition ( Figure S4 ). In the case of stimulation with an oscillating transcription factor the average value of Z varies with the frequency as shown in Figure S5 . The various cases are explained as follows: 
